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Nux-m. 1458 

Relations • Compare: Aesc., Lil-t., Murx., Plat., Podo., Puls. and Sep. [prolapsus 
uteri]; Agar. and Lack, [dry mouth]; Anac., Lac-c. and Lye. [loss of memory]; Ant-t. 
and Op. [all ailments & sleepiness]; Apis, Puls., Spig. and Verat. [faintness during or 
associated with evacuations]; Arn., Cole., Lack., Lye. andNux-v. [bloody sweat]; Ars., 
Calc. and Dulc. [effects of cold, moist winds; Aeon, and Bry. of cold, dry winds]; 
Ars., Cina and Lye. [sinking immediately after meals]; Bapt. and Pyrog. [soreness of 
parts lain on]; Bell, Nat-m., Sep. and Sulph. [pressure and pushing towards genitals]; 
Brom., Lac-c. and Lye. [flatus from vagina]; Bruc., Gels., Gins., Hera, and Sulph. 
[headache & drowsiness; Gels, difficult to keep eyes open]; Bry. [nausea on raising 
head from pillow]; Cact. and Lil-t. [sensation as if heart is grasped]; Calc. [< working 
in water]; Camph-br., Cann-i. and Lack, [doesn't recognise well-known streets]; Cocc. 
[leucorrhoea instead of menses; effects of riding in a carriage]; Colch. [epidemic in 
autumn, white, fetid stools]; Con. [cough during pregnancy ;Lach. of menstrual period]; 
Crot-t., Dulc., Ox-ac., Petr., Sars. and Sulph. [faintness with scanty stools];Euphr. and 
Hep. [sudden hoarseness from walking against wind]; Ferr. and Mag-c. [rheumatism 
of 1. deltoid; Sang, of right]; Haem. [sensation of a bar across chest; Nux-m. has 
removed "sensation of bar across abdomen, with ends projecting out at back like a 
bar"]; Ign. [hysterical temperament; Nux-m. has excessive dryness of mouth]; Kali-
bi. [distress in stomach while eating or immediately after]; Lac-d. [falling of head; 
Nux-m. to left, Lac-d. to right]; Merc. [Nux-m. throat dry without thirst, Merc, mouth 
moist with thirst]; Mosch. [fainting]; Myris. [boils and suppuration]; Nat-s., Rhod. and 
Rhus-t. [effects of getting wet; damp weather; lying in damp places]; Puls. [dry throat 
without thirst; Nux-m. < lying on painful side, Puls. < on painless]; Sars. [retraction of 
nipples]; Staph. [can't sweat]; 2Croc.; 6Ambr.; Asaf; Stram.; lMyris.> [phlegmonous 
inflammation, hastens suppuration; powerful antiseptic; ulcerative tendency in all 
tissues; said to act more powerfully than Hep. and Sil.]; Ol-myr. [Oleum myristicae; 
oil of nutmeg; as a remedy for boils, felons, poisonous ulcers, it has been used in 2x 
potency]; Orni. {flatulence, swollen feeling across lower chest; whenever she turns 
in bed, feels as if a bag of water turned also; gastric ulcer and cancer]. Compatible: 
Ant-t.; Lye.; Nux-v.; Puls.; Rhus-t.; Stram. Complementary: 2Calc.; Lye. Antidoted 
by: Camph.; Gels.; Laur.; Nux-v.; Op.; Valer.; Zinc. Antidote to: Ars.; Laur.; Rhod.; 
alcohol; bad yeasty beer; lead colic; turpentine. 
Causation • Fright. Mental exertion. Suppressed eruption. Bath [suppressed menses]. 
Overeating. Milk. Bad beer. Alcohol. 

NUX VOMICA Nux-v. 
Strychnos nux-vomica. Poison nut. Snake wood. Loganiaceae. 

Generals • Greatest of polychrests, because bulk of its symptoms corresponds in 
similarity with those of the commonest and most frequent of diseases. It is frequently 
the first remedy, indicated after much dosing, establishing a sort of equilibrium of 
forces and counteracting chronic effects. Nux-v. is pre-eminently the remedy for many 
of the conditions incident to modern life. The typical Nux patient is rather thin, spare, 
quick, active, nervous, and irritable. He does a good deal of mental work; has mental 
strains and leads a sedentary life, found in prolonged office work, overstudy, and close 
application to business, with its cares and anxieties. This indoor life and mental strain 
leads to use of stimulants, coffee, wine, possibly in excess; or again, he hopes to quiet 
his excitement, by indulging in sedative effects of tobacco, if not really a victim to the 
seductive drugs, like opium, etc. These things are associated with other indulgences; at 
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table, he takes preferably rich and stimulating food; wine and women play their part to 
make him forget the close application of the day. Late hours are a consequence; a thick 
head, dyspepsia, and irritable temper are the next day's inheritance. Now he takes 
some cathartic, liver pills, or mineral water, and soon gets into the habit of taking these 
things, which still further complicate matters. Since these frailties are more yielded 
to by men than women, Nux-v. is pre-eminently a male remedy. These conditions 
produce an irritable nervous system, hypersensitive and over impressionable, which 
Nux-v. will do much to soothe and calm. Esp. adapted to digestive disturbances, 
portal congestion, and hypochondriacal states depending thereon. Convulsions, & 
consciousness; < touch, moving; Immediately ceased when the patient was tightly 
grasped, or elbow was straightened out. Zealous fiery temperament. Nux patients are 
easily chilled, avoid open air, etc. Nux-v. always seems to be out of tune; inharmonious 
spasmodic action. 2Affects the cerebrospinal axis; NERVES; DIGESTIVE ORGANS 
[LIVER; STOMACH; bowels}; and RESPIRATORY ORGANS. Twitching and 
jerking. Tense, contracted feeling. Lightning-like pains. Neuralgia; prodromal. 
Sensation as of a rough body internally. Bruised soreness; of ABDOMEN, brain, etc. 
INTERNAL RAWNESS; in throat, larynx, etc. Takes colds. Tendency to faint; from 
odours; in morning; after eating; after attacks feels very sick or weak; after a walk in 
open air; after every labour pain; after vomiting spells or diarrhoeic stools. Biliousness. 
Increased reflexes. 3Paralysis & coldness of the paralyzed part. Catarrh, from sitting 
in cold places, on stone steps. 4Contractive pains throughout body. Muscular spasms, 
& general hyperaesthesia, without impairment of consciousness. General bruised 
feeling in morning in bed. Symptoms which occur in open air and on moving about, 
are > in house and during rest, and vice versa. 5Epileptic fits that come on during 
stool. 6Great debility, & oversensitiveness of all the senses. Everything makes too 
strong an impression. Stitches in jerks throughout the whole body, = shuddering. 
Trembling all over; mostly of hands, esp. in morning; in drunkards. Greater weariness 
in morning after rising than in evening on going to bed. 'Old dyspeptic selecting his 
food and digesting almost none. Reversed peristalsis. 8The symptoms of Nux are > 
after undisturbed sleep; < when sleep is disturbed. ^Nervous and dyspeptic troubles 
caused by worry and much mental, with too little bodily exertion, in business men. 
Multiple sclerosis, esp. in beginning, with gastralgic attacks, vertigo, etc. Sudden 
shocks from some part of body to brain. Convulsions: from emotions, as anger; 
from indigestion; preceded by constipation, jaundice, etc.; begin with an aura from 
epigastrium; & opisthotonos and emprosthotonos; limbs rigid and numb; renewed by 
bright light, sudden jar, noise or least touch; followed by deep sleep; brought on by 
pressure on solar plexus. Strictures after inflammation. Hangover, & vanishing of sight 
and hearing; < after dinner and in sun; heaviness of head in morning. Sensation in 
muscles of limbs, back, scapulae, etc., as if something in them were drawn back and 
forth; more spasmodic than painful. Suddenly sleepy and falls to floor, sleep lasts 
one or two minutes, when he rises and goes about his work; epilepsy. Heaviness of 
inner and outer parts; sensation of lightness of body. Paralysis: parts cold, numb, 
emaciated; caused by apoplexy or cerebral softening, & vertigo and weakness; after 
sexual excesses; after abuse of alcohol; in high livers, leading an easy life; attack 
preceded by vertigo, buzzing in ears, nausea and urging to vomit. Enlargement of 
veins without much tortuosity; hard, black cords; in persons of robust health, and 
accustomed to standing much on feet, or from sedentary habits. '"Convulsions; on 
slightest touch [Stram.}; spasm > forcible extension of body, in intervals constant 
twitches of limbs; like electric shocks; renewed by movement, speech hurried, when 
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talking spasm of facial muscles, trismus, pale face, weak pulse, sweat on head; whole 
body straight and stiff, legs wide apart, pulse and respiration imperceptible, face and 
hands livid; head drawn back, teeth clenched, heels fixed to ground, eyes protruding, 
unable to move, but crying "Hold me." Tetanic spasms, eyes wide open, protruding, 
rigid, jaws clenched, lips wide open, face distorted, limbs rigidly outstretched, spine 
bent backward. Tetanic spasms, head drawn backward, arms extended, fingers flexed 
to palms, jaws contracted, face livid, eyes open, fixed, protruding, trunk stiff, legs 
extended, feet turned outward, toes flexed to sole, skin dry and warm, breathing loud, 
perfect sensibility between spasms, at last slightest movement or attempt to speak 
or drink caused paroxysms, she begged to be let alone on account of pains during 
paroxysms. Tetanic spasms, limbs stretched out, hands grasping sides of bed, legs 
apart; jerking of whole body on touch or movement of bed or sudden noise. Whole 
body feels electrified. There is general relief from unbroken sleep, but aggravation 
when sleep is disturbed; the patient is usually very drowsy early in evening and wakes 
very early in morning, but after falling asleep a second time he wakes finally with all 
the Nux aggravations. 
Mind • Very irritable; sensitive to all impressions. Ugly, malicious. Can't bear noises, 
odours, light, etc. Doesn't want to be touched. Time passes too slowly. Even the least 
ailment affects her greatly. Disposed to reproach others. Sullen fault-finding.''Active, 
ANGRY AND IMPATIENT; can't stand pain; so mad, he cries. Zealous, nervous and 
excitable. Fears poverty. Spiteful. Nagging. Violent [suicidal] impulses. 4Unable to 
think connectedly; easily makes mistakes. 6Every harmless word offends; every little 
noise frightens; anxious and beside himself; can't bear the least, even suitable, medicine. 
Great anxiety, & inclination to commit suicide, but is afraid to die; much lamentation 
and weeping. Anxiety in morning on waking, >rising,& orgasm ofblood, and ill-humour. 
7Anger when consoled. CONCENTRATION DIFFICULT WHILE CALCULATING. 
Confusion of mind after vexation. Frightened easily, wakes in fright from least noise. 
Wants to be quiet, desires repose and tranquillity. Sensitive to singing. Stupefaction 
< in sun. ANGER; WHEN OBLIGED TO ANSWER; from interruption. Censorious. 
CONFUSION AFTER A CAROUSAL. Cursing. Delusions; sees mutilated bodies. 
Fastidious. ABUNDANT IDEAS, CLEARNESS OF MIND, EVENING IN BED. 
Sudden impulse to kill, for a slight offence. Kleptomania. Libertinism. Occupation 
>. Disposition to slander. Sympathetic. UNCONSCIOUSNESS; FROM ODOURS; 
DURING PARTURITION; during pregnancy. 8Thoughtful and sad mood, sometimes 
& inclination to weep, without being able to do so. Sensibility so great that music 
even causes tears to flow. Frightfully apprehensive about getting married, girl lies on 
a sofa and throws her arms and legs about and refuses to see a doctor. Pains which 
are felt to be so insupportable that patient would prefer death to the suffering. Closes 
connection of ideas; thinks she will lose her reason. Despondency # buoyancy. Talks 
about his condition; even the least ailment affects him greatly. Desire to talk about 
one's condition, & anxious reflections about it. Quarrelsome if disturbed. Fear of 
knives and the like, lest she would kill herself or others. Insane desire when alone with 
her husband, whom she adores, to kill him. Inclined to find fault and scold. Obstinately 
resists wishes of others. Quarrels, reproaches, scolds, insults, from jealousy, mingled 
with unchaste expressions; soon afterwards howls and weeps aloud. Impatient when 
spoken to; gets angry and violent without any provocation. Causeless anxiety; thinks 
she will not be able to get along in life; caducity. Taciturn; remains for hours without 
wishing to take part in conversation. Melancholia after extraction of carious tooth; 
speaks of nothing but his tooth; retires to his room and unlocks door only after much 
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entreaty; on entrance of physician withdraws timidly to farthest corner of room, with 
his eyes cast down; of many questions answers but few and speaks of nothing but his 
tooth; sits idly about whole day, crying, and complaining of his anxiety. Indisposition 
to mental exertion, esp. to that form which involves elaboration and connection of 
subjective ideas independently of external objects. Melancholia in consequence of 
losing his position. Delirium tremens; imagines himself surrounded by persons who 
carry on all sorts of pranks, or ply him with questions which he thinks he is compelled 
to answer. Hypochondrias is: with studious men sitting too much at home, & abdominal 
complaints and constipation; after all kinds of quack medicines, for dyspepsia; arising 
from liver or gastric troubles, esp. in drunkards; < after eating, & sensitiveness. 
Talkative and even chatty in evening, but jumps from subject to subject; launches 
into high-flying, fantastic plans, fancies himself rich and wants to make presents of 
thousands, and makes large useless purchases; doesn't consider himself ill; broods all 
night long over a lawsuit, by which he may gain or lose a million. Mania puerperalis; 
constantly complaining, criticising or explaining, at times words are well chosen, at 
others uses high-sounding phrases; spoke of the imperfection of medical knowledge 
and declared it an error that one could not live without a heart, in as much as she 
felt very well without one. Awakens at 4 a.m. with mental anguish; eyeballs aching, 
vision impaired, despondent; fears she will lose her sight. Hypochondriasis after all 
kinds of quack medicines, for dyspepsia. Disinclination to work and great lassitude 
or weakness in morning; has no patience for work. Effects of wounded honour; lies 
awake in bed in a stupid state, sometimes with a friendly expression, sometimes staring 
right before him; can't speak a word, yawns, groans and sighs occasionally; often puts 
hand to forehead and frowns. Dementia paralytica. 10He looked angrily at anyone who 
asked him a question, without answering, as if obliged to restrain himself to avoid 
being insulting, he was so irritable that it seemed as if he would like to strike one in 
the face who spoke to him. Intolerance of noise or talking, music and singing affect 
him [Coff; Bell.]. Beside herself at slightest contraction or reasonable representations 
to do differently. Resists obstinately what is desired by others. Taciturn as if averse to 
everything. 
Vertigo • With momentary loss of consciousness. In morning. Intoxicated feeling; < 
morning, mental exertion, open air; 6> warm room, sitting quietly or lying down. 2On 
an empty stomach. ''After dinner; reeling while walking, as if he would fall to one 
side or backward. ^Better: Wrapping head up in warm room. On sneezing, coughing, 
stooping, or on rising up again. Evening in bed, when lying on back. 9As if brain were 
turning in a circle; as if room were whirling; objects seem to move around him. With 
pains in forehead, heat and redness of face. Comes suddenly like an electric shock. 
At night awaking him from sleep. From opium, smell of flowers, gas, etheric oils, 
etc. From night watching and mental overexertion. After suppressed haemorrhoidal 
flow. '"When walking after eating; > standing still. With roaring in ears and blackness 
before eyes. 
Head • SE Brain feels turning in a circle. Pressure on vertex as of nail driven in. 
Heaviness and pressure [9in forehead], as if he had not slept enough, in morning, < 
moving eyes, > evening. 6Skull occiput would burst. Head as if beaten with an axe. 
Tension in forehead, as if pressed in, at night and in morning; < exposing head to cold 
air; 9> lying on back. Bruise in back part of head. 'Stupid, in head when holding it erect; 
on bending head down, as if something heavy fell into forehead. Head immensely 
larger than body, as large as a church. Bruised, brain, generally one [r.] sided; > lying 
on painless side. Brain feels shattered when walking; as if dashed to pieces; seems to 
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Heat • Dry heat of body. Body burning hot, esp. face; yet can't move or uncover 
without feeling chilly. 9At night, without thirst. Worse: during least exertion or in open 
air. With internal chilliness. Of single parts while others are chilly. With overexcited 
senses, < external impressions. With anxiety and restlessness. Internal burning through 
whole body. Of hands and feet which must be covered, because cold causes intolerable 
pain. Ascending from throat. 
Sweat • Sour; only one side of body ['or only on upper part]. 4Rather light, but > pains 
[9in limbs]. 6Cold, clammy, on face. 9Odour of musty straw. During sleep, disappears 
on waking. After midnight and in morning. 
Skin • Urticaria, & gastric derangement. Acne; skin red and blotchy. 2Gooseflesh. 
8Ulcers & elevated margins of a pale red colour. 'Blue mottled skin, esp. on covered 
parts, during shaking chill. Excessive itching all over body, —> head. Burning 
pricking like fleabites. Burning itching or stinging after scratching. Skin as if numb. 
Ecchymosis; blue spots as if ecchymosed. Tendency to boils; esp. if several small one 
unite. White miliary eruption. Abscesses; it often disperses them.  
Modalities • Worse: EARLYMORNING. COLD: OPEN AIR [dry]; drafts; seats; wind. 
UNCOVERING. HIGH LIVING; coffee; condiments; alcohol; drugs; purgatives; 
overeating. Sedentary habits. Debauchery. Mental exertion; fatigue; vexation. 
Disturbed sleep. SLIGHT CAUSES; anger; noise; odours; touch. PRESSURE; of 
clothes at waist. Yawning. Tobacco. Music. Wounded honour. Disappointed ambition. 
Mental shock.6After eating, esp. after dinner. Better: FREE DISCHARGES. Naps; 'if 
allowed to finish it. Wrapping head. Resting. Hot drinks. Milk. Fats. Moist air. Lying 
on either side. 'Strong pressure. ^Frequent stretching. Cold sweat [> all pains]. After 
dinner. 
8Symptoms < morning; open air; motion; mental exertion. Each of these is characteristic; 
a combination of two or three of them may be considered a keynote. < Morning is the 
greatly predominating feature of Nux-v. [The best time to give Nux-v. is in evening 
at bedtime, that is, well away from the time of its chief aggravations. Cough and 
some other symptoms < night; < after midnight; < 3 or 4 a.m. Drowsiness during day. 
Menses return at full moon. Although Nux-v. is sensitive to chill, drafts, and cold air, 
most symptoms being < cold, cold water and getting wet the symptoms are generally 
< dry weather, > wet weather. But wet weather < facial neuralgia; and wet, warm 
weather = gastric and bilious fever. Warm room and warm covering > headache. But 
warm room = fainting. Summer heat is insupportable; sunshine < headache. Open air 
> flatulence and asthma and < all other symptoms. Milk sours in stomach. Heat in head 
when eating. Alcoholic drinks both < and >. Pressure >; but can't bear tight clothing. 
Riding in carriage = sickness. Coughing <; shocks are felt in pit of stomach with every 
cough. When "all medicines disagree" Nux-v. will often cure the morbid sensitiveness 
and other troubles with it. There is great > for a short time after a stool.  
Conditions • 8Suited to vigorous persons of dry habit, tense fibre, ardent and irascible 
temperament and tenacious disposition. Persons addicted to wine, coffee, or pepper 
and condiments, who live a sedentary life with much mental exertion. Debauchees, 
thin, irritable, venous. 9 Suits very particular, zealous persons, inclined to get angry 
or excited, or of a spiteful, malicious disposition. Ardent character, or a disposition 
disposed to anger, spite or deception; always irritable and impatient. Nervous, 
melancholic people, troubled with indigestion; venous constitution, & tendency to 
haemorrhoids. Suits thin, irritable, choleric persons with dark hair, who make great 
mental exertion or lead a sedentary life. Drugged subjects. 
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Relations • Compare: Acon., Bell., Camph., Cic., Cur., Hydr-ac., Phys. and Phyt. 
[tetanus];Aesc. [piles]; Agn., Carb-an., Chel, Kreos., Nit-ac., Prun., Sep. and Thuj. 
[leucorrhoea staining yellow]\Alum. [> wet weather];Ambr.,Asar., Cast. andNux-m. 
[sensitiveness]; Apis [scraped feeling in throat]; Ars., Bism., Carb-v., Kreos., Lye. and 
Puls. [gastric troubles; Carb-v. often follows Nux-v. well in ill-effects of debauchery]; 
Ars., Calc., Kali-c. and Sep. [wakes 3 a.m. and can't get to sleep]; Ars. and Hep. 
[desire to kill those there is most reason to love]; Bell, Sep. and Sulph. [paralysis 
of sphincter; Nux-v. at any time, Sep. in first sleep, Bell, and Sulph. in deep sleep]; 
Calc., Chin., Cob., Con., Lye., Nat-m. and Sulph. [bad effects of masturbation]; Calc., 
Lye. and Nux-m. [bloody sweat]; Calc., Lye. and Sulph. [fear of losing senses]; Calc. 
and Sulph. [impotence from abuse]; Carb-v., Lye., Nat-s. and Zing, [asthma]; Cham. 
[stopped-up nose; Cham, feels stopped but discharges hot water, Nux-v. no secretion 
whatever]; Cham, and Mag-m. [bad temper before and during menses; Cham. 
doesn't know it, Nux-v. does; Lye. before menses]; Cocc. [effects of night-watching; 
sensitiveness; effects of noise, travelling by land or sea; umbilical hernia]; Coloc. 
[pain during stool, > after; Merc, pain and tenesmus continue after stool]; Dig. and 
Nux-m. [fainting or faints after every evacuation]; Ign., Mosch. and Nux-m. [fainting 
in nervous women]; Nat-m. and Op. [stricture of rectum]; Oct. and Tab. [renal colic]; 
Pic-ac. [cerebrospinal affections]; Picro, Thebin. and Verin. [tetanus]; 6Am-c.; 
Am-m.; Bry.; Cedr.; Coff.; Cupr. ['Nux seeds contain copper, notice the cramp-
causing proclivities of both]; Ip.; Op.; Rhus-t.; Sec.; 3Anac.; Canth.; Hydr.; Zinc. 
Follows well: Ars.; Ip.; Mag-m.; Phos.; Sep.; Sulph.; 'Aloe. Followed well by: Bry.; 
Puls.; Sulph. Complementary: Calc.; Sulph.; 2Kali-c.; Phos.; [Sep.; 'Merc. Antidoted 
by: Aeon.; Bell; Camph.; Cham.; Cocc.; Op.; Pall.; Plat.; Strain.; Thuj. [ineffectual 
desire to urinate]; coffee; wine; 'Ign. Antidote to: Merc, [tremors]; Mez. [neuralgia]; 
Thuj. [urination]; bad effects of anomalies in foods, e.g. ginger, nutmeg, pepper and 
so-called "hot" medicines; narcotics, laxatives and vegetable remedies; alcohol. 
Incompatible: Zinc. 
Causation • Anger. Coffee. Alcohol. Debauchery. Masturbation. Sexual excess. 
Injury. 4Loss of sleep. Sedentary habits. 

NYCTANTHES Nyct. 
Nyctanthes arbor-tristis. Night-flowering jasmine. Tree of sorrow. Oleaceae. 

Generals • Bilious and obstinate remittent fever; sciatica; rheumatism. Constipation 
of children. 
Mind • Anxious and restless; dull headache. 
Mouth • OB Tongue coated. 
Food & Drink • Thirst; 8drinking = vomiting. 
Stomach • SE Burning, > cold application. OB 

8Bitter vomiting at close of chill. 
Abdomen • PA Tenderness of liver. 
Rectum • OB Profuse, bilious stool, & nausea. Constipation. 
Fever • Thirst, before and during chill and heat; sweat not marked. 

NYMPHAEA ODORATA Nymph. 
Nymphaea odorata. Sweet-scented water lily. Water nymph. Nymphaeaceae. 

Generals • [In Boericke under Relations of Nuphar luteum]: Early morning diarrhoea, 
backache. Acrid leucorrhoea. Offensive ulcers. Bronchorrhea. Ulcerative sore throat. 
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